Office Partitions Are Ideal For Creating Productive,
Efficient And Cost Effective Work Environments.
Keep your team in close proximity
to one another while still allowing
them
space
to
themselves
with Global’s Office Partition
collection. Partitions allow easy
formation and modification of
personal workstations, facilitating
focus on individual tasks without
creating a feeling of isolation
from other colleagues. With a
wide range of widths and heights
available, partition panels are an
easy and cost-effective way to
create private spaces within a
single office room.
Panels are available in several
different styles to suit any décor
or budget.
All panels have
an MDF wood frame and a
honeycomb core, with a semitackable fabric surface that
also creates an effective noise
barrier. The panel trim is finished
with a self-extinguishing extruded

polymer that meets California
Technical Bulletin 117 flammability
standards. All panels include
adjustable leveling feet for
uneven surfaces. Steel connectors
may be purchased separately for
joining partitions to construct any
configuration or combination.
Build Your Office Today!

Blue Fabric

Gray Fabric

Lightly Fluted
Window Panel

Deluxe
Wood Cap

Partition Panels

Deluxe Panels

Panels With Electric

Panels With Window

Full Window Panels

Whiteboard Panels

Mobile Panels

Free Standing Panels

This basic model
features a simple,
unadorned partition
design to mesh with
any décor and fit
into any budget.

Deluxe Panels
feature a cherryfinished wood
accent at the top of
each unit, creating
an upscale look for
just a slightly higher
investment.

Add functionality
to your partitions by
choosing Electric
Raceway panels,
which include ULapproved modular
electric components
and cable openings.

Maintain a more
open feel in your
office area with
window partition
panels. These models
feature a clear
polycarbonate
window at eye level.

Translucent
polycarbonate
window panel
partitions allow light
to fully shine through,
while obscuring
images just enough
to maintain privacy.

These partition
panels feature a
built-in magnetic
marker board
surface, making it
easy to draw visual
aids, write memos,
and take messages.

Mobile Panels roll on
four swivel casters
for easy transport
and rearrangement
creating instant
privacy in any
environment.

Freestanding Panels
include stabilizing
legs, making them
ideal for smaller
spaces that require
only one panel.
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A Furniture Line That Compliments Any Office
Environment.
Transform an empty cubicle into
a furnished personal workspace
with Global’s collection of Office
Partition Furniture. This selection of
partition-friendly fixtures includes
desks, shelving, cabinets and
more to help create the kind
of organized work environment
that every employee deserves.
Whether it’s for small computer
terminals or a spacious meeting or
interview area, Partition Furniture
is available in a range of sizes to
suit any cubicle.
All furniture features a minimalist,
modern design to blend in with
any décor or style. Furniture is
built to last – desks and desk addons feature a laminate top and
steel frame. All desk surfaces are
made with a cable management
hole. Accessories like file cabinets,
hanging shelves and keyboard/
mouse
trays
provide
easy

access to office supplies while
maintaining security as well as
precise organization. Furniture is
available in a variety of sizes.

Global Industrial offers FREE space
planning support. If you have a layout
that you would like us to quote, simply
email to sales@globalindustrial.com
or call 1-800-645-1232.

Cherry Top

Gray Top

Global’s Office Partition
Furniture brings a refined look to
any professional environment.

Desks

Returns

Peninsulas

Corner Desks

File Cabinets

Hanging Shelves

Overhead Cabinets

Keyboard & Mouse
Trays

Desks are modular for
use on their own or
as a base for a more
elaborate desk surface
setup. Includes builtin modesty panel.
Available with Cherry or
Gray surface.

Returns are smaller
desk surfaces with a
single leg, allowing
quick connections
onto full-sized desks
to create angles or
extensions.

Rounded corner
peninsula desks
provide a neat finish
for protruding desk
angles. Peninsulas
are available in
several lengths.

Corner Desks
feature a 90-degree
angle for spatial
efficiency. Corner
desks include built-in
modesty panel and
a rounded internal
corner for safety.

Drawers are lockable
and are ideal for
storing files and other
sensitive materials.
Available in a variety
of sizes and drawer
quantities.

Keep office supplies,
documents, and
other essentials easily
accessible with
Hanging Shelves.
Shelves come in several
lengths to fit various
partition panels.

Take full advantage
of all available space
by adding overhead
cabinets to cubicle
workspaces. Contents
are kept secure with a
locking flip-top door.

Trays provide
convenient,
retractable space
for a mouse and
keyboard, freeing up
desk space while still
keeping them nearby
and easily accessible.
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Straight
Connector

4 1

2

Corner 90°
Connector

3

4 1

2

Wall Bracket
Connector

Four Way
Connector

3

Preconfigured Stations
4

Three Way
Connector

Take the guesswork out of your office
arrangement with Preconfigured
Stations. With pre-set dimensions
and furniture placement, you’ll
know exactly what you’re getting
for each and every one of your
workstations. Call Center Stations
begin with a Starter Set, and can
be expanded with as many AddOn Sets as desired.
48”

T-Leg (Pair)

HIGH-LOW STRAIGHT
CONNECTOR

HIGH-LOW THREE
WAY KIT FOR TWO
HIGH PANELS

LOW-HIGH THREE
WAY KIT FOR TWO
LOW PANELS

stArter

48”

Add-On

48”

Partition Connectors allow office
partitions to be joined together
safely and securely, and are
available in a variety of shapes
to create the exact custom
workstation you have in mind.
Connectors come in several
different shapes to create Straight
Partitions, 90-Degree Corners,
Three-Way Corners and Four-Way
Corners. Wall Bracket Connectors
create
added
stability
by
fastening to walls, and T-Leg
Sets allow partitions to become
freestanding. Connectors are
steel with a black finish to match
any partition color.

Quick & Easy... 1-2-3 Assembly

48”

Making The Connection
To Your New Office

Call Centers begin with a
starter station and can be
continuously expanded with
add-on stations.

HIGH-LOW CORNER
90° KIT

PANEL WITH ELECTRIC RACEWAY
INCLUDES DOUBLE SIDED POWER
BOXES

Turn On Your New Office!
15AMP
PLUG

RECEPTACLES 1, 2, 3(IG) & 4

SINGLE CIRCUIT PLUG
IN CABLE

THREE WAY
CONNECTION*

FOUR WAY
CONNECTION*
AVAILABLE
SEPARATELY

EXTENDED/CORNER
CABLE

Global Industrial - 1-800-645-1232

*Connector kit includes 1 Extended/Corner Cable. Order additional Extended/Corner Cables as needed.

Preconfigured
stations are available
with partitions, desks,
drawer pedestals
and all installation
hardware.

120”

120”

CORNER 90°
CONNECTION*

AVAILABLE SEPARATELY
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72”

20AMP
PLUG
84”

Electric Raceways allow convenient
built-in power options with easy access
to data cables and electrical cords.
Electric Raceways are perfect for safe
and organized wiring of computers,
desk lamps, phones, and other office
equipment in cubicles and private
workstations. Electric and non-electric
panels can connect together to place
power directly where it is needed.
Panels with Electric Raceways include
double-sided power boxes, and each
box can accept up to six receptacles
(three per side). Raceways are
available with 15 Amp or 20 Amp
plugs.
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Freestanding Corner Stations

Reception Stations

Freestanding Corner Stations allow
you to section off small spaces
without completely enclosing them.
These partitions are perfect for copy
machines, refreshment areas and
more. Each station is a 90-degree
corner with steel T-legs, and all
installation hardware is included.
Corner stations are available in a
multitude of configurations and
sizes, including, with windows,
Whiteboard or Full Fabric models
with either two or three panels.

Reception Stations create a
perfect individual-sized workspace
in lobbies and entranceways
for
receptionists,
information
centers and more. A 12”D counter
perimeter provides a convenient
writing surface for guests. Reception
stations are partially enclosed,
and are available in U-Shaped
or L-Shaped configurations. The
partition panels are available
in Full Fabric or Partial Window
models, and come in Electric or
Non-Powered styles.

Reception Stations provide receptionists
with working privacy while still maintaining
accessibility.

Freestanding Corner
Stations are perfect
for creating small
subdivisions within a
larger office.
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Counter perimeter
provides convenient
writing surface for
patrons.
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Space Planning

Office Seating

Planning and creating a functional
office layout can be overwhelming,
especially if you’re starting with a
completely blank slate. Fortunately,
Global offers FREE space planning
to help get you on the path to
the perfect customized office. Just
call 1-800-645-1232 or email sales@
globalindustrial.com, and we’ll get
you started today!

The ultimate finishing touch for
any workspace is the right office
chair, and Global makes it easy
to find The One with its incredible
selection of chairs of all sizes, styles
and price ranges. From sled-style
reception seating to high-back
leather executive chairs, you’re
sure to find the perfect office
seating for your new custom
office setup.

Chairs are available in a wide
range of sizes, styles and
price ranges from a variety of
trusted brand names.

Let us help take your office idea from conception to reality!

Visit our website for
a selection of over
50,000 chairs!
Executive Seating

Mesh Seating

Syncro Chairs

Reception Chairs

Executive chairs
feature high backs
and contoured
cushioning to meet
the highest standards
of quality and comfort.

Mesh seating is
made with a mesh
fabric backing for
breathable comfort
during long periods
of sitting.

Synchro chairs
feature synchronized
movement between
the seat and back
rest for easy comfort
adjustments.

Reception chairs
are made with
stationary bases for
use in waiting rooms,
meeting areas and
more.

FREE Space Planning Help Available
Let us come up with a customized design that’s right for you.
Get started by calling 1-800-645-1232
or emailing sales@globalindustrial.com

36” Corner

36” Desk
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48” Corner

72” Peninsula

48” Desk

60” Desk
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60” Peninsula

72” Desk
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